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On Oct. 10, the Finance Secretariat announced a second debt-equity swap auction for the year,
expected to reduce the $72 billion public foreign debt by $1.8 billion. Mexico's total foreign debt
is $92.6 billion, including both public and private. The auction is to be the last in 1990. In debt
rescheduling arrangements last year, the Mexican government agreed to carry out swap programs
that would not surpass $3.5 billion. According to a bulletin released by the Secretariat, investments
permitted to use swap funds approved for the auction are in the agriculture, transportation and
communications and tourism industries. Investments permitted in the first swap auction in July
(which reduced the debt by $1 billion), were for infrastructure in the same sectors, in addition
to trade, fishing, ecology, and education. An inter-agency technical committee approved a 52%
discount for 29 of the 72 bidders that participated in the auction, said the bulletin. Nearly all winning
bidders submitted bonds carrying a 35% on debt face value. Thus, the $2.5 billion of face value
offered through the auction brought a debt reduction of $1.803 billion. (Basic data from KnightRidder Financial, 10/10/90)
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